
The perennial problem for family historians is what to do with your research. In pursuit of family members
and their stories we accumulate screeds of paper and photos, or computer files and jpegs - but what next?
Generally he or she who did the research is the only one who can understand and interpret it, and
something needs to be done with all this information to make it legible and of use to interested members of
the family. There are as many different methods of presenting your work as there are people researching,
and there is no right or wrong way, so the best I can do is share some different methods that I’ve used to
present the results of my 40 years of research.
The first writing I did was what has become known as “the books” in which I brought together everything I
had gathered about the different branches of my family. Most probably no-one will ever read these – they’d
have to be extremely dedicated to get through from start to finish. “The books” are probably more suitable
for dipping into for particular sections of interest. But if you’re ever going to make use of the research
you’ve dedicated so much time to you are going to want to produce something like this.

I divided my family into four surnames – those of my four
grandparents – Bell, Matthews, Taylor and Vanstone, but then,
because I had a vast amount of information about my great-
grandmother Harriet Ellen Williams, and because my second
cousin Kevin was pushing me along, I did a fifth book for the
Williams family. For my husband’s family I just divided by his
parents – one book for the Macdonalds and one for the
Tubmans. You will all have done the divisions in your heads
already – you may have chosen to research only one branch of
your family, in which case you’ll only have one book to write or
you may mentally think of your research in sections. That’s up to you – there are no rules.
Having a background in journalism does give me a head start in writing, even if family books are a very
different proposition to news items, but probably the most valuable tip I can share is to say just start
writing. It doesn’t matter if what you think of to say first ends up to be suitable for the middle of the story,
once you start telling the story of your family what comes next will be easier. So I urge you to decide in
broad terms what you want to share with your audience and just write a sentence. If you’re writing on
paper you can always add pages before and after where you have started, and if you’re on a computer it’s
even easier. Just start.
As far as a computer program goes, I went to Seniornet to learn how to put something together. They were
using a program called PagePlus which I found very good. It’s free and did everything I wanted to do and
more. The program is still downloadable, but the makers, Serif, are now working on a new desktop
publishing application called Affinity. Most computer users will have their own desktop publishing
application.
Don’t be intimidated. Your story doesn’t have to be clever and it doesn’t have to be scholarly. You’re
probably not writing to send your work to a publisher and it’s not an exam – no-one is going to give you 5
out of 10 ‘must do better’ at the bottom of your page. So here are the intros – the first sentences.

Clearing the last hurdle

Carol Bell



BELL
The origin of the Bell Clan in Scotland does not seem to have been definitely recorded. (Let’s start with
what I DON’T know. There’s plenty of that!)
MATTHEWS
The Matthews children, Elsie, Nora, Jessie and Bill, born between 1888 and 1909, were descendant, on their
mother’s side from the Highland Clan Macdonald of the Isles, and on their father’s side from Irish immigrant
labourers. (Setting the stage already – we are going to go back and forward in time from these four
siblings)
TAYLOR
The Taylors of Castle Cary descend from Thomas Taylor who moved to the town in the 1730s. (We’re going
to start at the top of the tree and work down)
VANSTONE
The lineage of the New Zealand Vanstones can be traced with certainty as far back as 19 March 1734 when
Benjamin Vanstone married Mary Rix at the parish church of St Peters in Dowland, North Devon. (More
scene setting – there’s lots of Vanstones in Devon and we’re going to look at the ancestry and descent of
the ones who came to New Zealand). In the Vanstone book, the first one I ever wrote, I used a layout
involving words on one page and pictures on the facing page. This was because the programme I was using
wasn’t very good at inserting pictures into text. I have long since upgraded programs, but this layout might
work for you if you’re not confident about publishing programs.
WILLIAMS
Family history is seldom completed and so it is with the Williams family. (Aha! We all know what THAT
means! I have a brick wall! But I have so much information about NZ generations that I’m putting it all
together anyway. Watch this space!)
MACDONALD
The lynchpin of the Macdonald/Nylund family history is Christina McLennan Nylund Macdonald who was
born in the pink house in Cooper Street in the Scottish village of Plockton, Ross shire. (As with the
Matthews family we will take one key person or group and work backwards and forwards from that
point).
TUBMAN
The name Tubman is said to be allied to Cooper - both were makers of tubs, buckets and casks. (Starting
with an overview of the name and moving into specifics of family). This book was a bit different anyway in
that it was completed for and aimed at my mother-in-law for her 90th birthday.

This approach may well work for you. Imagine you’re telling someone about your family. Pick someone in
your family – a grandchild perhaps – metaphorically sit them in front of you and start explaining.  “Your
grandmother came out to NZ in 1874 with her parents and sisters ….” Then all you need to do is change
“your grandmother” to “Jane Taylor” in your text and you’re on your way.  If you have a list of all you know
about Jane Taylor, in date order perhaps, you can just work your way through it. I’m not concentrating too
much at this stage on what your content needs to be. This piece  is more about the sorts of things you might
be able to produce.



Top of the range, of course, is something like the book produced by our
member Cynthia McCaughan which last year won the Kevin McAnulty Award
from NZSG for the Best Family History published during 2016. To Live a Long
and Prosperous Life is a beautifully written, very well produced top-of-the-line
publication that most of us can only dream about.  Our library has many
examples of privately-written family histories that are well worth a look when
you’re searching for inspiration. My “books” are much more low-key than
these beautiful examples. I have accepted the fact that I’m enjoying the
journey too much to ever come to the end – I don’t want to stop researching
my family and as there are thousands of new records coming online every
week these days I don’t want to miss anything. My first “book” was simply a lot
of loose sheets of paper put into a clearfile folder. My Macdonald story is still
at that stage.
As we accumulate research we find somewhere to keep our certificates and photos. Often it’s a clearfile. My
Macdonald “book” is the next step along from that. The story is written and the illustrations in place but it’s
still in printout form and can be changed to suit. As more information becomes available, or more
photographs are sourced, they can be added. This is the accumulation of all my work on this family –
pictures of all the certificates worth a mention, electoral roll information, census entries, maps etc, the best
selection from the photos I’ve copied all woven around a bit of a story about the family members. It doesn’t
have to be flash – it only has to be understandable to someone who doesn’t normally deal with family
history. All of your hard work just needs to be linked so everyone can see how the family fits together and
what they did with their lives.

I used this format for  something I put together for a friend who was interested in his family – just pages
slipped into a clearfile incorporating trees, a very small amount of text, lots of photos and scans of censuses
and military records. It’s simple and easy to follow and is enough for a taster.
With the rest of my family lines I have gone just one step further than the clearfile – I’ve had the story
printed out on both sides of the paper and bound by a copy shop in town. Again, it’s not flash and I found it
to be quite expensive. One of these costs about $75, so I took the line that if anyone in the family wanted
one they could get it done themselves. And of course as time went on I updated the information in these
books, so now most of them are out of date. So what I’ve done now is put a PDF of the latest version of
each book onto Dropbox and I make that available to anyone in the family who is interested. They then
have the PDF, so if they want to print it out they can. This is all starting to sound very technical, but don’t let
it put you off. If I can do it, it can’t be too hard and I’m quite happy to work with anyone to achieve that.
So that’s the main books – the accumulation of what I know about each of these families. But I know that
most of my family members, while they might have a copy of each of these, really don’t want to go into the
family in that much depth. So over recent years I’ve experimented with presenting family stories in a lighter,
more digestible way.



My eldest grandson turned 21 a couple of years ago. Over recent years he had shown a passing interest in
what I was doing and how he fitted into the family – poor child was probably only being polite, it never pays
to be too polite to a family historian, they take it as encouragement - so I put together a book, once again in
printout form, that I thought he might cope with - something that gives him an overview of each section of
his family without boring him to tears. In this book I’ve made use of a facility in my Reunion for Mac
database, the cascading pedigree. I love these – they work so well for A4 pages and are easy to follow. If
you don’t have this facility you can presumably create something with your database that will work just as
well. Each page holds five generations. The first page gives, at the end of each line, the page number that
the next generation can be found on. So P1 of the pedigree gave me 16 families I needed to write up – just a
page for each family. It’s not hard to do a page for each family, although it does take time. Always allow
plenty of time! It’s something I never do for myself.

Also, by then, I’d discovered photo books that I’d been using for our holiday photos - these are produced by
Diamond Photos, Snapfish, Vistaprint, Smugmug … just Google. They are great for photos although they
don’t have a great text editing facility. They’re really only good for captions. So, being a dedicated granny
and family historian I had tons of photos of my lovely grandsons. I created a book giving a page to each year
of Matt’s life. The front page has a very simple family tree but this format works as a family record on
another level. It’s an excellent overview of Matt’s first 21 years, with a basic tree and a collection of the
people who matter to him most. Again, whatever works for you and for the target audience.

I’ve recently completed another version of this book. I was taken with the quality of the product of the
photo books although not impressed with the editing facility, so for my son’s 50th birthday production I
used my page publishing’s editing facility, then turned each page into a jpg image to upload into the
photobook environment, again using the cascading pedigree and one page for each section of family, and
finishing off with photos. The quality is not bad considering it’s second generation imaging and the price for
this publication was only $35 delivered to the door.  Again, this is sounding technical but I promise you it is
within the capability of most of you, and I’m happy to help you work it out.



Lastly, I’d like to you to consider Facebook. Facebook, used sensibly, is an invaluable genealogical tool.
There are several help pages which can bring you answers to your insoluble questions within minutes.
They’re so fast it’s scary! But Facebook is also invaluable in a private family sense. Again, I’m no expert, but I
managed to create a private family page that is working wonders in reconnecting one section of my family
that was becoming fragmented and scattered. I took one set of grandparents as my starting point. They had
four children and then there’s my generation, my children’s generation, their children and in some cases yet
another generation. Six generations already! I’ve called this page Taylors of Rakaia, and as you can see here
the description states:

 A closed page for the descendants of Robert and Alice May (Vanstone) Taylor of Rakaia and their
partners to share photos and memories. And for us to reconnect! There were four children - Iris, Daisy,
Claude and Gordon. Each of us will be descended from one of them

So no-one else can see these postings, and that’s very important. Your family must understand that they’re
not being bandied around the internet world. There are 27 members in this group which gives pretty good
coverage of the family lines and we share photos, memories, recipes and cheek. I have uploaded basic
family trees so they can see how we fit together. I run a picture of each person on their birthday but we also
recognise wedding anniversaries and death dates with in memorials – whatever we think of really. Others
upload old photos that they find so it’s been a great source of family photos for me.
After the success of this Facebook group I started another group for a different family branch and it, too,
has been extremely popular. I’m chatting to family members I’ve never met, this year’s family picnic was
much enriched by people from all around the South Island and again there are some fantastic photos being
shared.
Again there are different levels of ability. Some of the older ones can manage to look but not contribute,
and some have to be shown the latest chat by someone else, but on the whole it’s been a great success.
And it’s including the younger generations who don’t know some of the older generations that well.
There are heaps of other options. If anyone’s into scrapbooking there’s a world of possibility in that area.
Even skills like pokerwork and tapestry can be employed to display basic trees. And there will be loads of
other ideas that haven’t even occurred to me. The main message is to start. Do something with your
research. Make it easy for everyone in the family to see what you’ve achieved and to share among the
family members.


